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The Auburn Industrial Development Corp. (AIDC) is industrial and commercial real estate developer
offering high-end warehouse, R&D, flex, and office space throughout the Greater Auburn area.
AIDC features over 500,000 s/f of concrete, tilt slab constructed, high-bay warehouse space located
in the heart of New England. All properties are within an immediate proximity to the Mass Pike,
I-290, I-190, I-395, I-495, and Rtes. 146 and 20. AIDC's central location makes it an ideal hub for
industrial and commercial distributors. Major cities such as Boston, Providence, Hartford,
Springfield, and Salem, N.H. are all located within 45 minutes.
In addition to location and the quality of building type, another one of AIDC's major advantages is its
flexibility. We can accommodate different sizes and types of business to meet their short term and
long-term requirements. 
All our warehouses are equipped with multiple loading docks and grade level drive-in doors, perfect
for the national or regional warehouse distributor. We also offer space ranging from 5,000 s/f up to
60,000 s/f contiguous. This range of square footage gives tenants the ability to grow into additional
space as their business expands.  
But straight warehouse distribution is not AIDC's sole product. Many of our properties are fitted up
with substantial office and showroom areas. This is appealing to companies seeking to display and
distribute their products while incorporating their administrative and sales staff under one roof.
AIDC recently added a unique and key component to its office space portfolio. We just unveiled a
fully furnished executive suite, equipped with high-speed internet and phone service. This suite has
multiple private offices, a reception area with printer, and a beautiful boardroom with a large 16-seat
conference table and ceiling projection. This space has been a welcome addition, utilized by our
existing tenant base for corporate meetings as well as new customers such as attorneys, mediators,
and consultants who require a fully furnished and functional meeting space for their cliental. This
Executive Suite is available for day, week, and month-to-month rental.
AIDC is a family owned and operated business and we take great pride in forging long term
relationships with all our tenants. 
Our wishes to all on a Healthy and Prosperous New Year!
Martin Reisner is the co-owner and property manager of the Auburn Industrial Development Corp.,
Auburn, Mass.
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